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Abstract
The paper presents a planner called CBL (short for Case
Based Learner). This planner uses Case Based Planning
as a strategy to tackle the learning competition. It uses
a simple similarity metric based on object cardinality
and uses a strategy based on object mapping to prune
the set of actions. The paper presents the working and
organization of the planner with an example.

Introduction
Case Based Planning involves identifying similar problems
to the current problem and using them to solve the current
problem. Case based planners use one of the below meth-
ods to use the retrieved plan(s) to solve the current problem.
(Spalazzi 2001; Munoz-Avila and Cox 2005)
• Transformational Adaptation
• Derivational Adaptation
• Hybrid Approaches
• Action Pruning

Transformational Adaptation
Transformational Adaptation involves taking the retrieved
plan(s) and modifying it (them) to solve the current prob-
lem. It can be termed as local search in plan space which
starts off with the retrieved plan and tries to arrive at a plan
that solves the current problem.

Derivational Adaptation
Derivational adaptation involves using the logic behind solv-
ing the retrieved problem(s) in one form or another and try-
ing to replicate that logic to solve the current problem. In
some cases, the retrieved plan’s decisions are replicated and
in some cases, retrieved plan’s adaptation techniques are
replicated.

Action Pruning
Use features from the retrieved plans to prune the set of
ground actions associated with the current plan. This has the
effect of reducing branching factor but has the risk of losing
completeness.
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Hybrid Approaches
Use a combination of above approaches to solve the prob-
lem at hand. This strategy can be used in domains where the
problems are very complex and require the hybrid approach
or to make the case based planner domain independent and
able to learn what combination of techniques to use to solve
the problems in the current domain.

Content and Organisation of the Paper
This paper proposes an approach based on a very basic ac-
tion pruning strategy based on exploiting similarities in the
state of objects in the problem. The loss in completeness
is tackled by relaxing the pruning rules when a plan is not
found with the pruned action set.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The next sec-
tion briefly outlines case based planning. The section after
that elaborates on the approach used for this planner. The
last section presents the conclusions and future work.

Case Based Planning and Action Pruning
Case Based Planning
Case Based Planning follows the original principle behind
case based reasoning which is ”Similar Problems have sim-
ilar solutions” . It can be represented in different phases viz.
retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. Figure 1 represents this ap-
proach.(Spalazzi 2001)

Retrieval The retrieval of similar case(s) from the case
base is based on a similarity metric which gives an estimate
on how different the current case is with each case in the
case base. Depending on the approach, the most similar
case(s) is (are) retrieved from the case base.

Revision The revise phase consists of analysing the re-
trieved case(s) to understand how they can be used to solve
the current problem. In some Case based systems, no revi-
sion is done and the retrieved case is used as is to solve the
current case. This would mean that an extensive case base of
cases would be needed so that every case would have already
been tackled and solved in the past. It might also mean that
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Figure 1: Case Based Planning (Reasoning) Cycle

the problem types appearing in the domain are very small in
number.

Reuse Reuse of the retrieved case(s) to solve the current
case involves the afore mentioned techniques of Transforma-
tional, Derivational, Hybrid adaptations, and/or action prun-
ing. The choice is between using the old case as a template
or using knowledge derived from the old case to solve the
current problem.

Retention Once the new problem is solved, a decision
needs to be made on whether to augment the case base with
(knowledge derived from solving) it or not. This phase is
called the retain phase. If everything is retained, the case
base quickly becomes unwieldy and retrieval becomes diffi-
cult. So, decisions need to be made on discarding cases (or
knowledge) which are (is) no longer relevant.

Action Pruning

Action pruning based on similarities in object states has been
used for case based planning (de la Rosa, Olaya, and Borrajo
2007) in the past. CBL differs from the approach in (de la
Rosa, Olaya, and Borrajo 2007) mainly at the time of prun-
ing. CBL prunes actions before the start of the search phase
whereas (de la Rosa, Olaya, and Borrajo 2007) prunes ac-
tions at the applicability check. The strategy used in CBL to
prune actions is to identify similarities between the objects
of the current and old problems and use the actions in the
old plan to prune the action set of the new problem. It basi-
cally means that CBL tries to bias the search towards similar
plans as the old plan. The challenge in action pruning is then
to ensure completeness is not lost because of this bias. CBL
is a restricted version of ACPrune (Kavuluri 2010). It uses a
very basic similarity metric and action pruning mechanism.
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Figure 2: CBL- organisation diagram

CBL- Architecture
CBL is organized like a typical Case Base Planner. The ar-
chitecture is shown in the figure 2. CBL maintains a case
base of planning problems and their solutions. This is for-
mulated by running SGPlan (Chen, Hsu, and Wah 2004), on
the training problem set. SGPlan is used because it solves
more complex problems than SAPA does. The base planner
for CBL is SAPA(Do and Kambhampati 2003). In the testing
phase, CBL retrieves the best matching case for the current
case from the case base. It uses this case to prune the action
set for the current problem. In the event that the pruned ac-
tion set is not enough to find a plan, CBL relaxes the pruning
rules systematically and searches in larger and larger sets of
actions. In the worst case, CBL will explore the same space
as running SAPA on the current problem. The next section
explains the internals of CBL like the similarity metric, the
pruning method and the relaxation of pruning rules.

CBL - Internals
Retrieval- The similarity metric
CBL uses a very simple similarity metric based on the num-
ber of objects of the same type in both problems. The simi-
larity between problems is computed as the averaged sum of
the similarities computed for the individual types of objects
in the problem. Here ni, nj are the number of objects with
the same type name in the two problems i,j. npi and npj are
the number of predicates with the same name in the respec-



tive states of both problems. The final similarity metric is a
weighted sum of the above three. The weights used for the
experiments were a uniform 0.33 for all three of the given
measures.

• Objects similarity:
∑

(min(ni, nj)/ni + nj)

• Initial State:
∑

(min(npi, npj)/npi + npj)

• Final State:
∑

(min(npi, npj)/npi + npj)

Action Pruning in CBL

Once the most similar problem is retrieved from the case
base, a map is constructed between the objects of the cur-
rent case and the retrieved problem. An example problem is
shown in figure 3. P,Q,R,S,T are blocks in the original prob-
lem and A,B,C,D,E are blocks in the retrieved problem. The
retrieved plan is also shown in the figure. Both the initial
and final states give their own maps. The inconsistencies in
the mapping are resolved by taking an intersection of both
maps. The resultant map and the retrieved plan are combined
to prune the action set as shown in figure 4. For example, the
action Pick A,C in the retrieved plan and the maps of A→
PQ and C→ QT validate the actions Pick P,Q Pick Q,T and
Pick P,T. The eliminated actions (actions not validated by
the plan) are shown in the bold. The plan generated for the
example problem is shown in Figure 5.
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Retrieved Plan
Pick A,C, Putdown A, Pick D,B, Putdown D, Pick C,E, Put C,D, Pickup 
B, Put B,C, Pickup A, Put A,B

Figure 3: Example Problem
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A -> PQS
B -> 
PQRST
C -> QRT
D -> PQS
E -> QRT

A -> PTQ
B -> 
PQST
C -> 
PQTS
D -> TQS

A -> PQ
B -> 
PQST
C -> QT
D -> QS
E -> QRT

Pickup P
Pickup Q
Pickup R
Pickup S
Pickup T

Put PQ
Put PR
Put PD
Put PT
Put QP
Put QR
Put QS
Put QT
Put RP
Put RQ
Put RS
Put RT
Put SP
Put SQ
Put SR
Put ST
Put TP
Put TQ
Put TR
Put TS

Pick PQ
Pick PR
Pick PD
Pick PT
Pick QP
Pick QR
Pick QS
Pick QT
Pick RP
Pick RQ
Pick RS
Pick RT
Pick SP
Pick SQ
Pick SR
Pick ST
Pick TP
Pick TQ
Pick TR
Pick TS

Putdown 
P
Putdown 
Q
Putdown 
R
Putdown 
S
Putdown 
T

Figure 4: Example Problem Map and Pruned Action Set

Generated Plan
Pick P,Q, Putdown P, Pick Q,R, Putd Q, Pick S,T, Putdown
S, Pickup T, Put T,S, Pickup Q, Put Q,T, Pickup P, Put P,Q

Figure 5: Generated Plan



Pruning Relaxation
In the event that the set of pruned actions does not have a
plan, the pruning rules are relaxed, thus increasing the num-
ber of ground actions available to the planner. In each relax-
ation phase, one object is removed from the mapped objects
list. This incorporates all the actions involving the object
into the ground action list. The relaxation continues if the
larger action set also results in no plan or the reduced action
set and the original ground action set are one and the same.
In the worst case, CBL ends up with the same action set as
SAPA.

Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents CBL, a planner which prunes actions
based on similarities between two planning problems. CBL
implements a basic similarity metric and a pruning mech-
anism which can be relaxed to satisfy completeness. Cur-
rently the planner is still in the proof of concept stage. It
has been run on example problems and gives encouraging
results, but a rigorous examination is yet to be done. Further
work is being done on the similarity metric front as that is the
main weakness of the planner. Improvements on the pruning
mechanism and comparison with the pruning technique of
(de la Rosa, Olaya, and Borrajo 2007) have not been done,
but are on the cards.
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